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In the end, there were less than a hundred people who had successfully passed through the Five
Extremities Gate and the Heavenly Dao Gate.
The King of the Dragon Clan sitting in front of him smiled, “Good, I didn’t expect that the first level
eliminated so many people, next, please walk up to the Quiz Tablet one by one to test how many times
the power of your upgraded dharma is the original dharma, and whoever upgraded the dharma with
more multiples is the first place.”
“Start from this side.”
The first person walked up and attacked a quiz stele stone in front of him.
“Boom.”The quiz tablet stone trembled, emitting a circular ripple of power.
One of the Dragon Clan’s experts who specialized in recording said, “Number one, twenty-five times.”
Just like that, one after the other.
By the tenth one, it happened to be the Immortal Emperor’s son, Nian Qing.
The Immortal Emperor’s son Nianqing said, “I don’t want to measure, and I didn’t go to upgrade any
bullSh*t magic, one word, record me ten thousand times up.”
The Immortal Emperor’s son was very tuggy, he didn’t even put the Dragon King, the Three-Eyed War
God and other judges in his eyes, he had just entered this palace and hadn’t broken that protection, he
was relying on his identity to come in.
“This.”The King of the Dragon Race was very depressed and asked, “Prince Nianqing, just take a
random measurement, everyone is like this, don’t make it special ah.” One Second Remember to Read
the Book
“I’m sorry, I said, what a bullSh*t magic duel, I didn’t even bother to upgrade.”Nian Qing said.
“Then what did you do in the year before that?”The Dragon Bone War God asked, this Dragon Bone
War God, he’s also from the Dragon Clan.
Nian Qing said, “While everyone was upgrading some bullSh*t magic, I went to your dragon tribe to
pick up some women, what, have a problem with that?”
“Which dares.”The Dragon Bone War God carried displeasure within, if it wasn’t with his status, he
would have torn this person apart long ago.
“Alright, this prince doesn’t have the time to bullSh*t with you guys, give me ten thousand times more
credit as if my upgraded dharma is ten thousand times stronger than the original dharma.”

The Dragon King said with embarrassment, “But no one can even upgrade to more than 10,000 times in
a year.”
“That’s why I’m letting you guys keep a record of 10,000 times, so I’m number one, right.”
The King of the Dragon Clan had to say to the record keeper, “Record 10,000 times for Prince Nian
Qing.”
“Yes.”
Nian Qing snorted proudly, swept a glance at the others at the scene, and said, “A bunch of silly birds,
still foolish enough to come here to participate in the son-in-law selection contest, do you know that
the end is already predetermined, hahaha.”
After hearing that, the Dragon King and the others were extremely depressed.
The Three-Eyed War God said, “Dragon King, is it still necessary to proceed?”
“This.”
The Heavenly Ling War God also said, “If the end is already predetermined and you don’t dare to
offend the Immortal Emperor, then there is indeed no need to continue.”
Sure enough, those on the scene who had come to participate in the son-in-law selection contest
shouted, “I’ll withdraw and take my leave.”
“I’m also quitting.”
“I’m not playing.”
“Is this a play on our faces?A year of my time was wasted for nothing.”
The nearly one hundred participants at the scene all walked away.
The King of the Dragon Clan was not good at telling them not to leave because, he did not know what
to do either.
Ming Cheng and Omi were standing there in a silly state.
Ming Cheng said, “Omi, shall we both go too?Almost all of them have dropped out of the race.This
ending is already internalized, what’s the point of participating.”
Omi was depressed, “We’ve worked hard for a year to upgrade that magic duel, and as a result, we
don’t even have a quiz, so why don’t we at least quiz before we leave.”
“That’s right, I want to see it too.
How many times have I upgraded the Heavenly Dao technique from the original.”
“Good.”
Ming Cheng immediately said, “Senior Dragon King, I plan to withdraw from the competition, but
before I go, I would like to test how many times my upgraded dharma is, at least let me have an
explanation for the year of hard work, is that alright?”

“Be my guest.”The King of the Dragon Clan nodded his head.
Ming Cheng walked up and immediately attacked the quiz tablet.
“Eleven times.”The person recording next to him said.
“I go, so low.”Ming Cheng felt so ashamed, I should have known better than to quiz and just walked
away.
“Omi, it’s your turn.”
Omi walked up, at this moment, there were barely a few people left in this hall, and the few remaining
participants who hadn’t left yet wanted to quiz.
“Drink.”Omi shouted, displaying his upgraded Five Ultimate Blades.
“Buzz.”Power ripples were emitted throughout the main hall.
The Three-Eyed War God, Dragon Bone War God, Tian Ling War God, Dragon King and the others who
were originally talking were also suddenly shocked by such a powerful power ripple.
The few war gods they had were busy turning their heads to look and saw a handsome young man, but
of course, the Three-Eyed War God and the Sky-Ling War God already knew Omi.
The man who recorded next to the quiz tablet trembled in shock, “Thirty, 390,000 times, heaven,
heaven, his upgraded Five Ultimate Blades are 390,000 times more powerful than the original, this,
how is this possible.”
The man who recorded that, people were stuttering in shock.
At the front judge’s table, the Dragon King, Three Eyes, Dragon Bone, Tian Ling, and others
immediately stood up.
Omi smiled when he learned of his multiplier, and was able to give an account of his hard work for the
year.
Omi clapped his hands and said to the shocked Ming Cheng on the side, “Alright, we can also withdraw
from the competition, let’s go.”
Ming Cheng stammered, “Brother Tang, don’t you know how many times you are?”
“Oh, just expected, just not sure how much exactly, 390,000 times, hehe, not bad.”Omi walked outside.
At this moment, there was a shout, “Wait.”
The one who shouted was the King of the Dragon Clan.
The King of the Dragon Clan was planning to, just like that, end it, because he still didn’t want to
offend the Immortal Emperor and could only endure the pain of marrying his granddaughter to Nian
Qing.Besides, all the participants on the scene had almost left.However, never expected that a person
would suddenly appear out of nowhere and upgrade the original ordinary magic duel to 390,000 times
a very profound secret.
This person must be an incomparable divine talent.

Since this was such a divine talent, he had to reconsider whether it was worth offending the Immortal
Emperor for this divine talent.The result of the consideration was that it was completely worth it.
Omi turned around and said, “Is Senior Dragon King calling me?”
“Yes, yes, yes, what’s your name?”
“Senior Omi.”
“Omi, that magic duel you just upgraded this year?”
“Yeah, I guess, at the moment, there’s no one else in the world but me.Since I’ve dropped out of the
race, I guess there’s no need for me to give you dragons my dharma.”
“I didn’t mean that, I’m asking, did you really upgrade this year?”
“Yes.”
At this time, the Tian Ling War God was busy saying, “Dragon King, to tell you the truth, this man is my
granddaughter’s boyfriend ah.”
“Er.”The Dragon King was startled, why did the Heavenly Ling War God suddenly intervene, could it be
that he also had his eye on Omi.

